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1. Introduction 

The NPIC modeling group has performed calculations on both real cases and idealized 

cases in FUMEX II&III data packages. The performance code we used is COPERNIC 2.4 

developed by AREVA but a new FGR model has been added. Therefore, a comparison study 

has been made between the Bernard model (V2.2) and the new model, in order to evaluate the 

performance of the new model. As mentioned before, the focus of our study lies in thermal 

fission gas release, or more specifically the grain boundary bubble behaviors.  

2. Calculation method 

There are some differences between the calculated burnup and measured burnup in many 

real cases. Considering FGR is significant dependent on rod average burnup, a multiplicative 

factor on fuel rod linear power, i.e. FQE, is applied and adjusted in the calculations to ensure 

the calculated burnup generally equals the measured burnup. Also, a multiplicative factor on 

upper plenum volume, i.e. AOPL, is applied and adjusted in the calculations to ensure the 

calculated free volume equals pre-irradiation data of total free volume in rod. Cladding 

temperatures were entered if they were provided . Otherwise the cladding temperatures are 

calculated from the inlet coolant temperature. 

The results are presented in excel form as an attachment of this paper, including thirteen 

real cases and three idealized cases. Three real cases (BK353, BK370, US PWR TSQ022) are 

excluded from validation of the new model, because the athermal release predicted is even 

greater than release measured, which means a negative thermal release. Obviously it is not 

reasonable for validation, but the results are also listed in excel (sheet ‘Cases excluded from 

validation’). 

3. Results 

The results of 10 real cases are listed in sheet ‘Steady case summary’, which summarizes 

measured and predicted values of Bu, FGR for each case, and plots M/P ratio of FGR 

calculation by different models in COPERNIC. A statistic comparison was also made with 

three indexes, i.e. relative coefficient between measurements and predictions, average M/P 

ratio, standard deviation of M/P ratio. The relative coefficient of new model is higher than 

other models in COPERNIC, which means the predictions are closer to measurements. The 

average M/P ratio of new model is 1.06, showing that there is no significant bias of the fit to 

data. 

In simplified case ‘Case 27(1)’, a summary of the new model predictions for a 1% FGR 

threshold and includes the Vitanza threshold for comparison is shown with the results of other 

codes in FUMEX II as a reference. (Fig.1) 

In simplified case ‘Case27_2a’, the new model gives a final release of 7.06%, slightly 

higher than Bernard model(V2.2). (Fig.2) 



In simplified case ‘AREVA idealised case’, the final FGR% prediction by the new model 

is 9.06%, slightly higher than that of Bernard model. (Fig.3) 

A few transient cases were also calculated and the results are shown in sheet ‘Transient 

case summary’. It seems that new model tends to underestimate release at transients while 

Bernard model tends to overestimate the release. 

 

Fig.1 Modelling the Vitanza Criterion 

 
Fig.2 Calculated values of fission gas release for an idealised irradiation at a constant 

power of 15 kW/m to a burnup of 100 MWd/kgU 
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Fig. 3 Fission gas release predictions for AREVA idealized case II. 
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